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Reviewer's report:

1. Page10 line24-32: I don't understand the purpose of the two examples providing here. If the authors want to state that juvenile crimes is prevalent, maybe it would be better to provide some data (e.g., prevalence of juvenile crime, school violence, etc.) instead of using two independent events where the murderers had already past age of 18 (especially these two events did not seem to be related to bullying)?

2. Page 12, line40-48: Hypothesis 2: Secondly, we further examined the physical or behavior change due to school bullying and their association with murderous ideation and behaviors, due to that previous studies showed factors like depression and poor sleep quality occurred more frequently after experienced certain types of school bullying. —— Maybe I have missed this, but I don't think the study measured any physical or behavior changes due to school bullying?

3. Similar to Reviewer 2, I am also surprised by the number "7.2%" of attempted murder. It would be better to have a real juvenile violence rate in similar area to compare with and interpret the data. Could it be any misunderstanding of the item (d) (Page 15 line 1-2) ? I think the author tried to access whether there was any "action of murder", but the item reads like any "trying" of murder would count (maybe overlapping with preparation or threaten)?

4. Statistical Analysis, page 17: I suggested adding more details of the statistical methods, e.g., what were the predictors of MLR, did authors conduct a set of MLR, or did several predictors enter the model together.

5. I agree with the reviewer#2, point 3, that it is very unlikely there will be a causal-consequence relationship between bullying and homicide. Since that the authors also discuss this in the limitation section, I further suggested the author to revise other interpretation in the discussion which hints such relationship. E.g. "(abstract/conclusion) Prevention towards school bullying might have an impact on reducing adolescent murder intention and behaviors." "(page22 line24-30) The study results indicating that involvement in school bullying ..., which may lead to murders if lack of interventions." Or (page25 line40-54) such implications are also questionable. etc.
6. Judged from the numbers reported in table 2-4, it seems that bullies and bully-victims has a stronger association with homicidality than pure-victims? Maybe this could be an interesting point to discuss?

7. Please proofread the article to enhance the readability.
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